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MR. OLIVER LYTTELTON AT NEWCASTLE

RED ARMY DAY

The following is the text of the speech of Mr, Oliver Lyttelton,

Minister of Production, at the Red Army Day Meeting at Newcastle-

on-Tyne-

We are here today upon a military occasion* We are here to celebrate Red

Army Day* But we are here tc do more than this* ’we 'are here to celebrate victory,

and we are here tc' mark that the crazy edifice of Fascism and Nazism is

crumbling, and will certainly ifall*

I have an unbounded admiration for the great feats of arms which have crowned

the bitter campaigns of 1941-42 and 1942-43, and I have been thinking in the

last, few days that I must not fail to convoy to you my unbounded admiration.

I find it, within the compass of my vocabulary, very difficult to do, and I

have feared that my language might prove inadequate for the occasion.

In this predicament, from which I Was determined to escape, I found un-

expected help, I think the first and certainly the last, that I am ever

likely to receive from the propaganda machine apparently set up in Berlin for

the benefit of the Allies, and presided over by Hitler, Goering, Goebbels,

Himmler, Dictmar and the rest.

For example, I thought we wore here to celebrate the deeds of the Red Army,

but according to Dr. Goebbels, I should have found my task a very difficult

one, because in 1941 he stated that the final destruction of the. whole of the

Red Army was imminent, I hesitate to disagree with Dr. Goebbels, but if this,

was correct, may I ask him now what armies arc those which recently captured mo

Sixth German Army and Field Marshal Von Paulus?

These phantom armies, apparently the mere shadows of the past, are never-

theless sufficiently substantial tobe going through the cream of the German

Array - if cream can ever be used in Connection with a nation that preferred

guns to butter. But I think that perhaps the most eloquent tribute that can

be paid to the Red Army is, as I have said, paid to them on our behalf by

our enemies.

Here is the calendar of their folly. I should like you to imagine that

before each one of these statements there is a fanfare of trumpets.

3rd October, 1941. (Adolf Hitler); "This opponent (Russia) is already smashed

and will never rise again. ”

I may explain that the term "rise again" does not refer to movements from

east to west*

10th October, 1941. (Adolf Hitler); "The way has at last been paved for the.

final gigantic blow that is to crash the enemy before winter starts...To-day
is the beginning of the last great decisive battle of the year. It will smash

the enemy, and with him Britain”.

8th November, 1941 (Adolf Hitler); ”He who has raced ahead from the East

Prussian frontier to within ten kilometres of Leningrad, will also be able to

march the final ten kilometres into the town”.

With this private belief that he alone amongst prophets would be with

honour in his own country, that it is as well to hang for a whole flock of

prophetic sheep rather than a few prophetic lambs, he drove home his point in

the following eloquent passage. Again, imagine the fanfare;
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30th September, 1942, (Adolf Hitler): "Our objective was the area between the

elbow of the Don and the Volga, and, as locality, Stalingrad, because it was

quite clear to us that the elimination of the Dnieper, Don and Volga as important

means of communication means approximately the same to Russia - or even worse -

than the loss to the Germans of the Rhine, Elbe, Oder and Danube. The capture

of Stalingrad, which will also be completed, will strengthen and deepen the belt

even more, and you may be sure that nobody will ever drive us out of this place

again".

And again on the 8th November, 1912 (Adolf Hitler): "Some people say it is

a mistake that we have gone to Stalingrad, Just let us wait and see whether

that was a strategical blunder", I leave it to you to provide the answer.

19th October, 1942, (Dr. Goebbels): "Nobody could possibly maintain that the

Bolshevik armed forces will ever again have sufficient strength to thrust

offensively against the Reich",

This is history as written in Berlin, and these are the mocking tributes

paid to Russia and indeed to ourselves by the Crazy Gang of the Wilhelmstrasse.

But let us turn from fiction and prophecy to fact and reality. First of all,
what has been the policy, the strategic policy, which has lain behind these

astounding Russian successes?

Firstly, I would say that, just as in England our strategy, must be based

upon the sea - and in all the successful wars which we have waged the influence

of the sea has been predominant - so in Russia, in this vast country, Russian

strategic policy must always be based upon the use of distance.

Once again, within little more than a hundred years, a great continental

power, dominated by a single man of unbounded ambition, has been brought to

her knees by the skilful combination of the use of distance to draw; the victim

further-and further into the vast spaces of Russia, and then to bring to bear

upon the victim sc lured, all the grim determination which has, under many

political systems and through many centuries, steeled the hearts of Russians in

the defence of their homeland.

It is, I think, impossible to avoid on an occasion like this, drawing the

remarkable comparisons between the campaigns of Napoleon and those of Hitler.

It is a truism to say that history repeats itself, but in the case of the

German advance into Russia and that of Napoleon’s Grand Army, it looks almost

as if Hitler had set cut to copy Napoleon' s classic mistake down to, its smallest

details, Perhaps he hoped to show; himself to the world as having succeeded where

Napoleon failed, but all he has, in fact, succeeded in doing is to magnify the

scale of the disaster.

Hitler had five million Germans behind him when he invadedRussia: now he

has nine million Russians behind him, find that Napoleon crossed the

River Niemen to begin the advance into Russia on the 24th June, while Hitler

began on the 22nd, so that Hitler actually cheated to the extent of two days in

this disastrous historical race, Smolensk was reached by Napoleon’s Army on

August 17th and by the Germans on the 16th July. Napoleon fought the disastrous

battle of Borodino on September 7th.
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But from then on Napoleon 1
s road to disaster in Russia "Was at once mere

spectacular and more shrift. He did at last get into Moscow where he remained

for five weeks while the City of the Tzars gradually Burnt around him, and

having lost contact with the Russian Army and seeing his own troops wasting

away he turned round and made for the frontier as fast as he could go.

In this he showed considerally more intelligence than his imitator,

Adolf Hitler, who, checked outside Moscow, thought he would be able to achieve

in the second winter what he, like Napoleon, had failed to achieve in the first.

So we find him a year later trying to get round Behind Moscow By a vast out-

flanking movement at Stalingrad. It has taken him a year to realise that what

Napoleon Bonaparte failed to accomplish, Adolf Hitler need not have attempted.

But I think it is necessary for us, who live in a very small country, to

realise the great spaces of Russia, Prom the northernmost part of the front

at Leningrad, down to the Maikop oilfield, is a distance of over 1,300 miles.

Those were the furthest limits to which the German waves of attack ever reached.

Those waves have now Been thrown. Back, leaving Behind them all the wreckage of a

defeated army, just as the tide vixen it recedes leaves Behind the timber of wrecked

ships.

Why does Germany now complain that she is outnumbered? It is first Because

a necessity, the necessity of gaining the Caucasian grain and oil, has obliged her

to tear up the principles of strategy which many German writers have proclaimed

the principles of (say) Clausewitz - and the Germans can speak of war with

authority Because war is the greatest industry of Germany and of Prussia,

Fully aware of her intentions and using, as I have said Before, one of the most

powerful weapons in Russia’s armoury - distance, the Russian High Command, at

immense, sacrifice of territory, and with a truly glorious indifference to the

devastation which would Be wrought upon her most fertile fields and her newly
founded industries, of which she is justly proud, drew the enemy on.

Prom this skilful and dispassionate use of distance and retreat, the enemy

were stretched out like a piece of elastic until it snapped. During all the

time when the Russian retreat was giving up more and more territory, and giving
Berlin more and more opportunities for the fanfare of trumpets, special, announce-

ments and Boasts with which I was able to preface my speech, giving more laurels

now so faded - to the Corporal who in the course of few years has Become the

greatest strategist in the world in his own opinion, and more and more medals to

the portly Marshal whose figure adapts him so ill to Be head of any Air Force,
the Russian High Command kept its objectives ever in front of it. The Russian

High Command never lost its nerve, never committed reserves unless it was necessary
and all the time was perfecting and refining and planning the counter-Blow which

then fell upon the greatly strained German line, and snapped it in several places,
disrupted the German time-table and captured a whole German army, and sent the

rest reeling Back in disorder under repeated, widely separated But closely co-

ordinated Blows,

Hero are the military qualities of nerve and resolution in their highest mani-

festations, But it is not enough to have a great military conception unless the

Commanders can rely upon the undimmed morale and courage of their troops. None of

these plans are more then a clever realisation of influences which make victory
or defeat, unless the Commander can rely upon the troops.

There is a story of Anatole Prance about the little private soldier who was

killed in a campaign and went to Heaven, He could not see over the parapet of

Heaven when Napoleon was returning in triumph to Paris after one of his

greatest victories. The scene is described to him By S
t * Peter as he looks over

the parapet, and when first the General Staff and then Emperor come down the

street, the whole of goes mad with cheers. Then the little soldier asks St,
Peter "Where are the Infantry?" When are they coming?” And St. Peteg says "Here

they are". And the little soldier says "Why is there complete silence?" and he

makes a great speech about the ingratitude of man, and St, Peter turns to him and

says "Don’t worry, the whole of Paris is on its'knees". No sound could have Been

so eloquent as this silence, Paris was on its knees in prayer and thanksgiving.
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There, is here the simple morel that it is upon the ordinary -soldier that the

salvation of great states and in this case not only the salvation of great states,

but the salvation, of the, whole of Europe, ultimately depends.

Behind the great Soviet array is the vast army of Soviet workers. The tremend-

ous victories on' the battlefield are only being made possible by the men and women

in the factories, The Russian armed forces can achieve nothing without weapons

and, equipment, and theRussian workers, just like the British workers, are as much

in the front line as the soldiers themselves and the Russian workers have been

forging weapons actually in the front line itself, hinder enemy fire, just as we

have been, under the enemy bombs. In both countries the workers for a long time

had to make weapons of defence, and in both countries we have turned over to making

weapons of offence. Here is a new cause for enthusiasm, a new cause for exhilaration:

from defence to offence, from, guarding against defeat to building victory.

BeforeI leave the subject, let me remind you once again that in Great Britain

today, out of 33 million of the adult population, more than 22 million are engaged
in the Armed Forces or in the industries of the country

c
The Balance is represented

by married women, the sick, and so forth* Women today represent a substantial

proportion of the workers making munitions and if we exclude some of the heavy,

industries, the proportion is much higher* Our Forces, just as in Russia, have been

backed pp by the even greater army of boys and girls straight from school, and

grandfathers and grandmothers who have been forging the weapons to beat the enemy.

It is to these of arms that we are paying tribute today, but I do not

think that'it would be either untimely or inappropriate to tell this audience what

we have done and are doing and shall do, more than merely pay tribute to those

feats. We are bound as Allies with Russia by a treaty of twenty years’ duration,
a treaty which will only be begun by supply to Russia of the implements of destruction

but will extend into peace-time, into co-operation in the aits by which prosperity
and happiness may be exchanged and extended betweenBritons and Russians,

Russia has, at this stage of the war, been bearing the. brunt of the German

attacks, but We are glad and proud to have been able to make a contribution to her

victories. It is true that our supplies do not represent a formidable proportion
of Russian war equipment, but they are no mere token. They have been our utmost

effort, and I am pure they are a larger contribution than is even yet fully realised*

: What help have-the great Democracies been able to give to Russia in this great

struggle? Let me tell you what- I can of the story
* Germany invaded Russia on

June 22nd, 1941. We immediately assured Russia that we would give her all the help
that lay in our- power. By September it was possible to get a clearer picture of her

immediate needs, and-toward the end of that month Lord Beaverbrook went to Moscow

at the head of a strong-mission to settle all matters of detail.

They worked with all the speed and energy that one would expect of that dynamic

personality and signed a Pro tocol at Moscow on October 2nd, 1941, which provided for

aid to Russia down to the end of June, 1942, That Protocol pledged us to make,

pertain Naval, Military and Air equipment available, in this country for shipment to

Russia.

All that we promised at Moscow, with a few trifling exceptions, was duly made

available, and before the end of July, 1942, all of it had been shipped. Indeed,

we actually supplied over that period substantially more than we promised. And let

me remind you that in the autumn of 1941.? tanks, fighter air draft,, anti-tank .guns,

were worth their weight in gold both in this country and in the Middle East,

Apart from the Protocol, we received requests from the U.S.S.R. for an immense

variety of other military equipment - we provided almost the whole of it before the

end of June last. We have provided also'great quantities of industrial equipment
of every sort, Lord Beaverbrook promised at Moscow that we would provide certain

raw materials in which Russia was short*
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In the event, we made available almost all that was promised, though it did

not in every case prove possible to ship it all. Of nearly 250,000 tons cf

materials promised at Moscow, we had despatched 190,000 tons before the end of July
last. Wo undertook at Moscow no direct responsibility for the shipment of all

these supplies to Russia. That was recognised as creating 0. vast hut wholly

separate problem.

But we have always considered that v/e have a very real moral responsibility

to get the goods transported* And during the life of the first Protocol almost

nine in every ten ships which sailed by the difficult Northern Route were provided

by us* It the time of the Moscow agreements, the United States was not yet in-

volved in war* But Mr. Harriman was there representing than, and they likewise

undertook to supply munitions, materials and foodstuffs to Russia.

Since then they have had very great added calls their resources, for their

own needs, for the war in the Far East, and for increased help to other Allies*

But Mr. Stettinius, the Lend/Lease Co-ordinator at Washington, was able the other

day to describe the immensity of the help that the United States had sent to them.

Before the first Protocol expired, we had offered supplies covering the period

down to the end of next June. This is now in operation and you cannot expect me

to speak about it in detail*

Under this, the United States and this country undertook combined reaponsibili-

ties for the provision of certain specific quantities of equipment, stores and

materials* From the beginning of October 1941 to the end of last December, we in

the United Kingdom had despatched in all 2974 tanks and 2480 aircraft, based on

our agreement with Russia, while aircraft sent by us outside the agreement brought

the figure to over 3,000.

During the some time the United States has sent 3,200 tanks and almost 2600

aircraft* Thus, between us, we have provided over about 6200 tanks and 5600 air-

craft, That is a very solid and substantial addition to the resources of any

belligerent.

Let me remind you that the equipment of a German Armoured Division on the

Russian front may be put at 200 tanks and a squadron of aircraft at 15 or 16.

Let me remind you that Germany, in the course of her campaigns, has never deployed

more than 30 armoured divisions*

The help sent by the United Stales and ourselves would provide the initial

equipment for 32 armoured divisions in tanks, and no less than 400 squadrons of

aircraft. In addition v/e have, between us, sent 85,000 trucks (that is a major

shipping problem in itself)* Those came mostly from the United States.

We ourselves have sent them 70 million rounds of small arms ammunition for army

purposes alone. We ourselves have sent them over 50,000 tons from our infinitely

precious stocks of rubber. By September last, America, and ourselves had sent

831,000 deadweight tons of machine tools, metals, ammunition, small arms, etc.

So much for the quantities, but v/e have really aided Russia, much more than

mere figures will manifest. The running of convoys by the Northern route into the

Russian ports has involved on each occasion little short of a major naval operation*

We have had to fight our way through submarines and shore-based aircraft, and

the threat of the few large surface vessels which Germany controls* We have had to

place upon our Merchant Seamen and those of the United States the grim task of

sustaining these attacks, for days on end, when the ice coming down from the north

closed the channel and defined the target for the Germans*

I must remind you that these convoys, from the moment. that they leave the

shores of Great Britain have to pass westwards and then southwards of a long strip
of coast held by the enemy, and the distance from the United Kingdom to Murmansk

and Archangel is no less than 2,000 miles.

/This task
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This task has keen nobly carried cut, even with the knowledge of

the fearful hardships - dangers from drowning, exposure and frostbite -

which cur Merchant Seamen have had to face, and the full story of this

battle against the enemy and against the elements, when it is told,
will paint one of the brightest picture of human heroism and determina-

tion*

And it is these qualities, the qualities of courage in danger,
which have stirred humanity and have earned their praise all through the

ages* It is the determination to defend the homeland and the family,
and courage in battle, that hind nations together by their common virtue,
and no page of history describes the efflorescence of those qualities in

a higher degree than that which records first the heroic resistance,
and then the glorious offensive which adorn the annals of Russian arms.

What greater battle honours are inscribed upon our own colours and

upon our own flags than those of Leningrad, Moscow and Stalingrad?

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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